
 Leave your mini cask in a cool place 
(10-12C) out of direct sunlight.  
 Place the mini cask in the position from 
where you intend to serve the beer.  
Do not disturb the mini cask for at 
least 6 hours. (this allows the natural 
sediment to settle below the level of 
the tap)  
Once the beer has been allowed to 
settle you cannot move the mini cask  
To a second location for serving.  
Do not drink ale or open cask before 
ale has been allowed to settle.

Place the rubber ring in the hole, this 
will act as a seal with tap

Place tape in the hole with the seal, 
ensure the tape is in the off position, 
and knock in tap in with rubber or 
wooden mallet 

The tap acts as a vent and releases the 
pressure To serve turn the top tap a 
quarter turn anti-clockwise. 
When you have finished serving close 
the vent tap – this helps to keep the 
beer in good condition.

If you have party keg with this type of 
top simply slid the plastic release screw 
over the top of the metal valve, and 
proceed by turning the screw, this will 
release the pressure. 

                             

 

 

                          

                     



GENERAL INFORMATION  
Once the tap has been opened your beer should last for at least 5 days if it is  
kept in optimum condition at around10-12C/54F.  

If the mini cask is moved you must allow another 6 hours settling time.  

The beer may be “lively” on opening due to natural co2 build up within the mini casks. 
This may mean that on opening the top vent (instructions above) the ale may fizz out 
the top vent due to the pressure build up.  

If this happens open the serving tap at the bottom to release some of the ale and start 
circulation. 

For the pouring tap repeat the above 
process 
Do not tip the cask to speed up serving 
as this will disturb the sediment 

ENJOY!
                      


